Indicative Superfast Broadband availability secured through commercial investment and the first Central Superfast joint partnership investment with BT

- Superfast Broadband available to most premises from at least 2 suppliers
- Superfast Broadband available to most premises from 1 supplier
- Superfast Broadband not expected to be available

Indicative Superfast Broadband coverage planned to be delivered through the second Central Superfast joint investment with BT

- Phase 1
- Phase 2
- Phase 3
- Phase 4

Notes

Phases 1 to 4 to be delivered between 2016 and the end of 2019.

It is likely that phasing and timings will change as survey work and/or implementation progresses and areas will be brought forward or pushed back as circumstances determine within the overall aim of delivering the maximum coverage with the resources available.

Individual premises within a postcode may not currently receive or receive in the future superfast broadband services, even when a postcode is already indicated as covered or to be covered through a phase of the project.

Additional funding is being sought with the aim of extending coverage further.